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...Started in a relaxed way on Saturday morning....with relaxation turning to peturbation on finding 
my usual route to the Riley Archive premises at Coventry Canal Basin had road closures demanding 
detours into unfamiliar by-ways. As a key-holder, I was aware that there could well be Riley 
enthusiasts waiting at the door of Unit 8 to see what went on therein.
And the Jennings 12/4 Continental/Close Coupled Saloon and Buckoke Gamecock where there 
outside, and their respective Mr and Mrs drivers/navigators were already inside, so all was well, and
it was a real pleasure to talk about the Archive developments and share what is within it with them,
backed-up by Archive stalwarts Brian Barker and Mike Riley.

Saturday afternoon meant lock-up Unit 8 and motor over to Woodland Grange, looking out for the 
returners from the Museum visit. Already the gathering of cars with a blue-diamond was looking 
impressive, the very purposeful look of Philip and Sue Hill's Racing MPH replica contrasting with the cheeky style of the Elfs that were 
arriving in convoy.

The question of the moment as the Dinner approached was how
"The Organisers" would have devised the table seating plans,
bearing in mind this was a perfect platform for mixing together
all aspects of Riley enthusiasm across two respected Clubs.
From your scribe's perspective they would seem to have hit the
target, as there were familiar faces from the Riley Register, like
Jim Tom Tomczyk and un-familiar from Riley Motor Club like
Suzie Sladden at my end of the table and within talking 
distance, so we know who we are from here-on.
The Quiz was hilarious as the winning score was so low that it
had to be certain that nobody had cheated with their phone
under the table.

After a pleasant breakfast with the Glenns, Sunday became a
challenge...so many familiar faces to talk with, cars to examine,
and there seemed to be a fresh collection behind every hedge.
There was a lot of "have you seen that...?" and then explaining
where the particular car in question was to be found. I saw the
Miller team arrive (Falcon Six and 22T Kestrel), had the briefest
of words with Hugh (important person on the Riley Cars 1925-55
Facebook site) and never caught up again. 

Greeting Carol Khairuddin as a fellow Archive Truster was jolly, but she had the business
of RMC Regalia to see to, and indeed everyone who had a role to perform, be it running a
stall, judging the various classes, sorting out parking or running the driving tests deserved
so much thanks, for they could not swan off at leisurely pace when they fancied, to soak up
the sights. 
It was good to see Ros King in her rare 29D Nuffield Riley, it was a centre of attention, as
were the two Lucys!!  Red-haired Lucy in her RMB2, and purple-haired Lucy in the Archive
Trust's own Elf. By way of another contrast, Su Weaver of the Trust brought along Anna
and her two children, recently evacuated from Ukraine. I wonder could she have had a
more strange day of looking at old cars in such a peaceful setting.

The sporting aspect of the Riley badge was
upheld, at least by the afore mentioned
Racing MPH, Malcolm Pratt's perfect
Brooklands Nine and Gilbert Grace's much
raced 1.5 and there were, within the 
wonderful assemblage of Elfs some pretty
fierce examples hiding under innocent 
outward appearance....ask Peter Fortune!

Lucy Gilchrist had a field day of awards, but
had worked hard beforehand to prepare the
RCAHT Display flanking the Percy Car in
the Entrance Foyer, as well as polishing her
car to within an inch of its life. To see two
identical RMs in crimson and cream parked
side by side and have to decide on
one....who would be a judge!

Andrew, Matt, Tony and many others 
working with them delivered a brilliant Rally
which emphasised that a particular era of
Riley may be "your bag" but it is enthusiasm
for the Blue Diamond that is the common
bond.  Here is to the next one! 

Adrian Smith
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Joint National Rally 2022 60 Years Of  The Riley Elf
I was delighted to attend the recent National Riley Rally and think it works
well to have the two clubs together as part of the Riley family. We went in
our late '37, ('38 season), Kestrel and had our usual coffee stop in the
charming and historic Dorchester on Thames where I took the photo. In
B&W it looks rather like a Riley publicity picture.

I bought the car in Holland in 2008 and had to have an age related reg' 
number so that rather gives the game away that the photo is now, not 1938!!

Regards,
Chris Tavener


